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(a) 5123 cloud - 10.7fps (b) Animated thick smoke 1283 - 20.8fps (c) Animated thin smoke 1283 - 20.8fps

Figure 1: Our solution computes single scattering due to distant lighting using an optimized spherical harmonics projection
of the scattered radiance.

1. Introduction

Their interaction of translucent objects with light creates
complex effects such as scattering, absorption and volumet-
ric shadows. While most accurate rendering approaches re-
sort to heavy computations, recent needs in interactive appli-
cations have led to new types of algorithms, trading quality
or genericity for speed.

We propose a two-step, GPU-friendly technique for real-
time rendering of heterogeneous participating media under
distant environment lighting (Figure 1). First, our algorithm
estimates the spherical scattered radiance at a number of
points in the medium and projects this function into the
spherical harmonics basis. In the second step we render use
the scattered radiance information to compute single scatter-
ing by ray-marching. Our method is easy to implement using
GPu shaders and does not require any precomputation, hence
supporting dynamic lighting, animated media, dynamic op-
tical properties of the volume, emission and self-shadowing.

2. Related Work

Rendering participating media remains a widely studied
topic [CFP∗05]. Some of these techniques generate high
quality images using off-line stochastic techniques such as
Monte Carlo path tracing [Sta94] or variations on photon
mapping [JNSJ11]. To achieve interactive or real-time per-
formance, some techniques introduce restrictive assump-
tions by considering homogeneous media [WR08] or point

lighting [DGMF11]. In the real world objects are lit by their
entire environment. To enhance realism of rendered media
some approaches [ZRL∗08] simulate distant lighting to illu-
minate the medium. After a computationally-intensive vol-
ume analysis, this technique renders predetermined volumes
in real-time. Another interactive technique [NGS09] lever-
ages medium sparsity for interactive lighting from a constel-
lation of point light sources. The proposed concepts of dis-
tance function and validity masks could be merged with our
technique for further performance.

Spherical harmonics projection has been extensively used
in computer graphics in the last decade. In particular,
the Precomputed Radiance Transfer techniques initiated by
Sloan et al. [SKS02] have given rise to numerous solution
for real-time lighting under low-frequency environments.
However, most methods share the need for long, model-
dependent precomputations. Our method leverages tech-
niques similar to PRT, while avoiding precomputations.

3. Technical Background

3.1. Single scattering

The interaction between light and participating media is
fully described by the radiative transport equation [Cha50].
At each point p a participating medium is described by its
coefficients of absorption σa(p) and scattering σs(p), as well
as its extinction σt(p) = σa(p)+σs(p). The amount of light
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scattered at p from the incoming direction ωi towards ωo is
given by the phase function p(p,ωo,ωi).

The radiance reaching a point c (Figure 2) due to single
scattering along a direction ωo is given by integrating the
scattering events occurring between pin and pout as follows:

L(pin,ωo) =
∫ pout

pin

Rs(pn,ωo)e
∫ pn

pin
−σt (p)dpdpn (1)

where e
∫ pn

pin
−σt (p)dp is the attenuation along |pnpin|.

Rs(pn,ωo) is the radiance scattered at pn towards ωo:

Rs(pn,ωo) = σs(pn)
∫

Ω

p(pn,ωo,ωi)L(ωi)e
∫ kin

pn −σt (k)dkdωi

(2)
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Figure 2: Notations and principle of a ray-marching sin-
gle scattering estimation within a bounded a participating
medium. The light reduced intensity of the environment map
is estimated for each direction ωo along [kin,pn].

As those integral equations solved analytically nor numer-
ically in a reasonable time, a classical approach consists in
caching directional data using spherical harmonics.

3.2. Spherical Harmonics

Real spherical harmonics to define an orthonormal func-
tional basis over the sphere:

Y m
l (θ,φ) =


√

2Km
l cos(mφ)Pm

l (cos(θ)) m > 0,
√

2Km
l sin(|m|φ)P|m|l (cos(θ)) m < 0,√

2K0
l P0

l (cos(θ)) m = 0

(3)

where Pm
l are the associated Legendre polynomials and Km

l
is the normalization constant. This extends the principle of
Fourier transforms to the spherical domain, allowing the rep-
resentation of a spherical function f as a vector of coeffi-
cients f. The orthonormality of the SH basis reduces the dot
product of two functions f and g to:∫

f (s)g(s)ds =
N

∑
l=0

m=l

∑
m=−l

fm
l gm

l (4)

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Offline rendering of a volume under a fully de-
tailed environment map (a) and its reconstruction from 9 SH
coefficients (b). As scattering smoothes out high frequency
lighting details both images remain visually similar.

Similarly, the triple product of functions f , g, and h rep-
resented by their SH vectors f, g and h is:∫

f (s)g(s)h(s)ds = ∑
i

∑
j
∑
k

fig jhkCi jk (5)

where Ci jk =
∫

Ω
Yi(ω)Y j(ω)Yk(ω)dω. Despite the sparsity of

C, the costs of the triple product quickly become prohibitive
in real time applications.

4. Our algorithm

The scattered radiance equation features three spherical
functions: the incoming radiance L(ωi). the radiance attenu-

ation e(
∫ kin

pn −σt (k)dk) and the phase function p(p,ωo,ωi).

Using spherical harmonics for each component, the scat-
tered radiance equation is equivalent to the costly triple prod-
uct shown in Equation 5. Based on this observation we di-
vide Equation 2 into two factors to reduce the computation to
a simple dot product (Equation 4). The volume-independent
factor FInd , which does not change during rendering and the
volume-dependent factor FDep which varies over time and
must be recomputed for each frame.

For clarity our exposition considers isotropic media only.
In this case FInd is the light intensity L(ωi) and FDep corre-
sponds to the product of the reduced intensity by the phase
function. We relieve this limitation in Section 4.4.

4.1. Light intensity projection

As in [SKS02] the distant incoming lighting L(ωi) is pro-
vided by a HDR image projected into SH. As scattering ef-
fects tend to act as a low-pass filter on the environment light,
our experiments show that even using a low number of coef-
ficients (typically 9) the loss of high frequency details of the
environment map remains visually innocuous (Figure 3).

4.2. Reduced Intensity Projection

The remaining factor FDep represents the dot product of the
phase function and the transmittance. This function depends
on two directions:

FDep(p,ωi,ωo) = p(p,ωo,ωi)e
∫ kin

p −σt (k)dk (6)
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The phase function being constant in isotropic media, FDep
collapses to:

FDep(p,ωi) =
1

4π
e
∫ kin

p −σt (k)dk (7)

The remainder of Equation 7 is the transmittance between
the entry kin and p. For heterogeneous media, this fac-
tor cannot be computed analytically. We thus use a ray-
marching based algorithm for each direction ωi. The main
idea of our method is to cache this reduced intensity factor
to amortize the evaluation costs during the rendering step.

Reduced intensity record The projection of the volume-
dependent factor FDep into spherical harmonics must be per-
formed for each frame and may constitute a bottleneck. The
numerical integration is then performed using a very low
number of samples. The HEALPix distribution [GHB∗04]
not only provides evenly distributed samples around the
sphere, but also generates elements along discrete rings of
constant latitude. The associated Legendre polynomials can
then be evaluated once per row instead of per sample.

Considering a point p inside the medium, we compute
the intersection point kin between the bounding box of the
medium and each sample ray (p,ωi). The reduced intensity
is obtained by sampling the medium along the path ||pkin||.
The spherical reduced intensity is then projected into spher-
ical harmonics. The coefficients along with the location of p
are then packed into a reduced intensity record.

Record grid Generating a reduced intensity record contain-
ing 9 half-precision coefficients for each voxel of a 5123

voxel grid occupy an impractical 2.25 GB of graphics mem-
ory. Instead, we subdivide the bounding box of the medium
into a coarse uniform grid. As light scattering can be con-
sidered as a diffusion process [Sta95], the reduced intensity
tends to vary relatively slowly across a medium. We thus as-
sign the same set of spherical harmonics coefficients for each
point in a grid cell, the center of the cell being the origin of
the projection. We implement the cell grid using multiple
2D-floating point textures where each texel of the texture
contains the set of coefficient of a cell.
The size of the cell influences the rendering quality: using
small cells size converges towards the reference solution at
the expense of computational efficiency (Figure 4).

Depending on the configuration of the medium several
cells may only cover empty voxels. Further speedup is then
achieved by aggressively eliminating empty cells from the
grid. Each cell is probed by evaluating the volume density
at a number of sample points, and marked as empty if the
overall density is null. As shown in Figure 5 agressive cell
elimination does not introduce visible artifacts.

4.3. Rendering

After projecting volume-dependent and -independent factors
we render the medium using a ray-marching algorithm to

(a) No elimination - Rendering at 29fps

(b) 33 samples - Rendering at 48fps

(c) 103 samples - Rendering at 10fps

Figure 5: Cells density with eliminated non-empty cells
shown in red: reference (a), 33 (b), and 103 samples (c).

solve Equation 1. For each pixel we cast a ray in the direc-
tion ωo and intersect the bounding box of the medium to
determine the entry point pin and the exit point pout. We
then sample the ray along the path ||pinpout||. For each sam-
ple pn we compute the scattered radiance. We first deter-
mine the cell containing pn and fetch the corresponding set
of coefficients from the record array. We then compute the
dot product between these two sets of coefficients to get the
scattered radiance. For all rays intersecting the medium we
sum the scattered radiance contributions from the samples
pn attenuated by the medium along the path ||pinpout||. For
isotropic static media, FDep can then be projected only once.

4.4. Anisotropic Media

In anisotropic media (Figure 6(b)) the phase function de-
pends on both ωi and ωo. A solution for dynamic media
directly uses our grid subdivision: Given a viewing direc-
tion ωo we evaluate the phase function p for each direction
sample ωi. We then store the product of p and L into FDep.

Static media could benefit from another formulation: FInd
can represent the phase function while FDep stores the prod-
uct of the reduced intensity and the incoming lighting. The
phase function can typically be projected for a number of
outgoing directions, as proposed in [KSS02]. This second
method allows us to recompute the dynamic factor for static
media only when the lighting conditions change.
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(a) Thick medium - Ref - 0.07fps (b) 103 - 28.00fps (c) 503 - 10.70fps (d) 1003 - 3.81fps

Figure 4: Comparison between a reference solution and our method with different grid resolutions using a 5123 volume.

Grid resolution Ref. 103 503 1003

Dynamic lighting 0.07 28.00 10.70 3.81
Static lighting 0.07 31.90 31.90 31.90

Table 1: Rendering speed (fps) using 9 SH coefficients to
render 1280×720 images.

4.5. Emissive media

Our solution easily extends to emissive media by simply ac-
cumulating self emission during the evaluation of radiance
attenuation. This evaluation comes as a by-product of the re-
duced intensity computation, hence simulating emissive me-
dia at no additional cost.

(a) 1283, 7.14 fps (b) 813×460×324, 8.16fps

Figure 6: Emissive medium (a) and anisotropic production
medium (b) rendered using a 1003 grid.

5. Results

We implemented our algorithm on a Intel Xeon X5680
3.36GHz processor running a Geforce GTX580 GPU. All
scenes are rendered with a resolution of 1280× 720 (Fig-
ure 1). We render a 5123 resolution volume at 10.70 fps for
a full dynamic rendering using a 503 subdivision grid. The
rendering speed increases to 31.90 fps when the FDep is eval-
uated only once (Table 1).

6. Conclusion

We proposed a set of solutions for rendering single scatter-
ing due to distant lighting. By splitting the scattered radi-
ance into volume-independent and -dependent factors and
using agressive caching, our solutions provide high perfor-
mance for static and dynamic volumes with arbitrary optical

properties. The subdivision of the medium and the projection
in spherical harmonics yield interactive to real-time frame
rates. The next steps will enhance our technique for efficient
multiple scattering evaluation by using spherical harmonics
interpolations to simulate light exchanges between neighbor-
ing cells. Another goal is the optimization of the medium
subdivision for a more efficient cell elimination.
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